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Show my flair on this subreddit. It looks like:

Cirrec
A subreddit for D&D 5e homebrew. Fun and smart
additions to the game, the friendly Discord of Many
Things, and thousands of past submissions to search.
r/UnearthedArcana aims to be a catalogue of homebrew
rules for the fifth edition of Dungeons & Dragons (D&D
5e), including weapons, monsters, races, subclasses &
classes, adventures, etc.
We want this to be the place where a DM can go just
before playing and find something that will be useful.

Rules
1. Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of
other users. Be constructive in how you give and
take feedback. This can only lead to a better
community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t
give rude, belittling feedback, and don't use
harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world
hate/violence, or other inappropriate themes will
be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation
team. Repeat or extreme offenders will be
banned.
2. Post Only Complete/Usable 5e-Compatible
Content. It need not be perfect or balanced but
it must be complete enough to be used as-is.
Imagery alone is not content outside of a
resource (one of our flair types).

all 161 comments
sorted by: best

For help with not-yet-complete content, use The
Arcana Forge post at the top of the subreddit or
the official Discord. Certain content can be
posted with only the earlier stages completed as
long as it's usable (i.e., at least levels 1-5 for
classes, levels 1-13 for subclasses).
content policy formatting help

save
[–] VKosyak 667 points 18 days ago
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3. Use Clear and Searchable Titles. Users need
to be able to easily browse and search for
content. Give your post a title that clearly
communicates what's inside it. Include the name
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I think giving out language, tool and skill prof/expertise is a great idea. But personally,
I'd steer clear of feats, armor/saving profs etc. for balancing reasons. Really cool ideas
though.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Spitdinner 125 points 18 days ago*

Agreed. I do like the extra attunement slot. I might try it for my next campaign as
an option for anyone with 20 int.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] RW_Blackbird 49 points 18 days ago

A lot of games I've played had a house rule that you can attune to a number of
items equal to your proficiency bonus. Scales with your level, and it feels great
being level 20 gods with 6 attunement items :P
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] hitchinpost 26 points 17 days ago

I like that, although I would want to give Artificers some bonus to make up
for turning a big feature for them into something that goes to everyone.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Mathtermind 22 points 17 days ago

I mean, could just let them stack their +6 slots on top of it so they
have some disgusting amount at level 20.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] smokemonmast3r 25 points 17 days ago

You could (and that's absolutely what I'd do if my players ever
reached level 20, cause you're supposed to be OP at 20) but the
dm would definitely have to be aware that they'd get like +12 to all
their saves
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] PyroRohm 5 points 17 days ago

Well, considering normal attunement slots is 2, I'd say it'd
probably cap out at 9.
But fair (although hilariously you can already beat that in 5e
due to Acq Inc).
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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of the content (e.g. the name of the subclass
you’re submitting).
Don’t use distracting formatting (all-caps, ascii
art, custom “tags”, etc.), and avoid overly long or
redundant titles.
Don't advertise other content (Kickstarters,
Patreon, etc.) in your title.
See r/UnearthedArcana/wiki/titles for details on
what makes a title bad or good.
4. Apply the Appropriate Flair to Your
Submission. When you submit a post, apply a
flair to it to categorize what type of homebrew
you’ve made. See our wiki page for details on
what each flair type covers, how to choose a
flair, and why we have this rule.
5. Cite All Content and Art. Any content (text,
images, etc.) used must be cited. Look at
r/UnearthedArcana/wiki/art to learn why and
how. The citation must appear in any image in
your post and any link/document. It must include
the original creator’s name or the name of the
copyright holder (e.g., SEGA for Sonic). Citing
only the host, such as Pinterest, isn’t sufficient.
Even content under public domain or that you
made yourself must be cited, since the
moderators can't otherwise know the source in
advance.
6. Keep It Free and Easily Accessible. Content
you post or comment must be free and easy to
access. If you link to an external website to
share your brew, it can’t be hidden behind a
cumbersome interface or series of pages. Paywhat-you-want is allowed as long as '0' is an
option. If your link requires logging in and/or
navigating a store, you must provide a preview
that meets all subreddit rules (including being
complete and ready-to-use).
Suspicious or shortened links (don't use link
shorteners) will be removed.
7. Don’t Flood the Subreddit With Brews. Don’t
Flood the Subreddit With Brews. To help keep
the subreddit fresh and organized, please note
that after you make a post: [1] you must wait 24
hours before you do so again, [2] you must wait
4 days before making a post that uses the same
flair as that post, and [3] if you want to post an
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[–] smokemonmast3r 14 points 17 days ago

Normal attunement slots is 3, and that was the point of
the other poster, if you cap it at 9, you basically remove
half of the artificer's level 20 feature...
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] JamieJJL 6 points 17 days ago

No, cause at level 20 artificers can attune to 6 items,
which is 3 more than everyone else normally. If
everyone can attune to 6 items, then attuning to 9 is
still 3 more. It doesn't feel as good as being able to
attune to twice as many but mathematically it still
checks out.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] PyroRohm 3 points 17 days ago

also to be honest? Even barring their level 20
feature, Artificers will practically always benefit
from more attunement slots, for their infusions
and more
permalink embed save parent report give award
reply
[–] IlstrawberrySeed 2 points 17 days ago

Mathmatically there are differences, because of
the different measurements available. The three I
can think of have different results (12,9,6).
%
Total
Save bonus
permalink embed save parent report give award
reply

updated version, you must wait 7 days before
doing so.
8. Post Maps Only If They Have Runnable
Content. We aren’t a subreddit for posting
maps. Look at other subreddits, such as
r/battlemaps and the like, if you want to simply
post a map. However, maps are permitted when
they are accompanied by enough detail to easily
be used to run a short adventure or are
accompanied by enough narrative detail.

Resources
Brewer's Supplies — Resources you
can use to create or style homebrew
Discord — The official
UnearthedArcana Discord. For quick
questions and chatting about
homebrew and D&D stuff.
Curated List — An extensive and evergrowing list of homebrew curated by
the team.
Monthly Top 10 — A list of popular
brews updated automatically each
month
FAQ — Questions that pop up a lot and
our responses

Related Subreddits
created by Cirrus5

MODERATORS

[–] Alpha_Zerg 8 points 17 days ago

Make the amount of items that Artificers can attune to additive on top
of Proficiency, so at level 10/14/18 it just becomes "Proficiency +
1/2/3". Or you could even make it "Proficiency + 1/2 Intelligence
Modifier". Then at level 18 do the Barbarian thing where you increase
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your Intelligence score and maximum by 2. (Resulting in an Int mod of
+6 if they maxed Int, and the total Attunement slots to be 9.)
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DracoDruid 26 points 18 days ago

This should rather be a feat imo. And I think there already is one doing that?
Or was that from the Taldorei Campaign book?

mtagmann
KajaGrae
Dng52 Reviewer
unearthedarcana_bot
AutoModerator
BedrocksTheLimit
Numbers1999
about moderation team »

permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Alturrang 18 points 18 days ago

There's no official feats that do it, but the Artificer gets more attunement
slots at higher levels (4 at 10, 5 at 14, 6 at 18), and then at 20 gets +1 to
all saving throws for each attuned item, plus when they go to 0hp,they can
Death Ward by breaking one of the attunements.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] mrmrmrj 5 points 18 days ago

The fact that it is already in the game as a mechanic supports its
expansion into Homebrew ideas. It just cannot stack with the Artificer
ability.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 6 points 17 days ago

The problem is, as long as the Artificer exists, it will stack with
their abilities unless you have a situation like with Unarmored
Defense. Additional attunement slots is the artificer's domain.
They're half-casters so why not just let them have it.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] hitchinpost 2 points 17 days ago

I feel like there’s diminishing returns there. I think if you want
to play with that homebrew you’d be better off giving Artificers
some different feature to make up for their special feature
becoming a common thing.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 0 points 17 days ago*

My guy... Come again? A 4th Attunement slot by Level 2
is inherently busted if you can get your hands on the
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qxc1xs/homebrew_mechanic_to_make_intelligence_stats/
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magic items... which artificers make... starting at Level
2... and you can get 2 off of that alone until Level 6 where
you get your 3rd. CR is determined assuming NO magic
items. And it's not unreasonable for a character to start
getting simple magic items at this point (Level 6)
depending on the campaign. Especially if it's an Eberron
campaign.
ETA: Y'all are downvoting this because you don't
understand the mechanics of 5e. The game is built for
parties without magic items. You're all acting like this
doesn't massively offset Artificers and Wizards as being
way more powerful than they need to be.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] hiiamtom49 1 point 18 days ago

Extra attunement slots is like one of the handful of things you should never
give out in 5e.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] fraidei 23 points 18 days ago

Artificer: "Let me introduce myself"
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] hiiamtom49 6 points 18 days ago

Going pretty deep into a class isn’t handing out something for little to
no investment.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Spitdinner 11 points 18 days ago

With the int modifier as a currency for proficiencies, I think using
all 5 of your points to gain one attunement slot would fall under
pretty deep as far as investments go.
5 skill proficiencies is pretty significant to trade for 1 slot.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] fraidei 15 points 18 days ago

But it's a precedent of giving extra attunement slots, so you can't
really say "Extra attunement slots is like one of the handful of
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qxc1xs/homebrew_mechanic_to_make_intelligence_stats/
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things you should never give out in 5e". Maybe add "with little
investment" at the end and I could agree
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 2 points 17 days ago

I took the "with little investment" as being implied when he
said "give out". There's a difference between giving someone
something and making something available to someone after
all.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] brightblade13 4 points 18 days ago

Very, very true. Made this blunder early in my 5e DMing experience before
I learned that monster CRs don't even assume any magical items are
being used lol
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ElectronX_Core -1 points 17 days ago

That would absolutely BREAK artificer.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Spitdinner 3 points 17 days ago

Uuh… They get two extra slots at 14th level. If anything it’s less efficient
use of the feature on artificer than wizard.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] TeoDan 35 points 18 days ago

I mean, some DMs give out feats at will. And some feats are meant to be given out
from doing certain objectives (Official material). So I don't think balance should be
compromised too bad from this.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] epibits 75 points 18 days ago*

I very much disagree - a free feat is very different than this system. This is
several part of different feats including those that characters could not
normally take by default. See, the armor and martial weapon profs.
You mention some DMs throwing out feats commonly - to which I’d point out the kicker there is that they allow everyone to get those benefits. This system,
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like many of its kind, benefits certain characters disproportionately to a very
stark degree.
It seems to punish the more MAD, usually martial classes - especially when
using point buy. Lots more space there for SAD characters, usually casters, to
invest in int, even on level up. Not to mention well - Wizards aren’t exactly
known for needing buffs.
A standard point buy wizard with +3 int could grab medium armor proficiency
and take resilient con for con save proficiency right off the bat. That’s not even
getting into the ridiculousness that is an extra attunement slot. Frankly, sticking
to languages, tools, and maybe skills is way more balanced.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Oreo_Scoreo 23 points 18 days ago

As much as I love Artificer, they don't need another attunenemnt slot.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] fraidei 8 points 18 days ago

Exactly, this is basically a buff to wizards, artificers and other SAD classes
like Sorcerer and Warlock. Those classes don't need a buff. To make Int
more interesting without making it a mechanical buff just give more
languages, tools and skill proficiencies.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Jaymes77 3 points 17 days ago

in 3.5E skills were increased by 2 things
1) class
2) each level
For instance rogues got:
Skill Points at 1st Level
(8 + Int modifier) ×4.
Skill Points at Each Additional Level
8 + Int modifier.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] gwydapllew 3 points 17 days ago
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Yes, but they were a skill-based class. Whereas wizards, fighters,
clerics and other non-skilled based classes got 2+Int. Which led to
huge skill point disparities.
More importantly, this isn't 3.5 and 5E uses class features like
Expertise or Jack of All Trades to reflect skill-based classses.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] j_b_eleven 3 points 18 days ago

You'd be suprise
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] VKosyak 4 points 18 days ago

Yeah totally. I just meant to say that I would be personally hesitant. Otherwise I
think it's a real good idea.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DreariestComa 3 points 18 days ago

On top of which, a person's Intelligence modifier will be between 1 and 5. At
best, they can buy one Feat. One extra feat for a high Int. character shouldn't
unbalance things much.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Subrosianite 8 points 18 days ago

Or two Half-Feats, which give stat increases and benefits. So you literally
get stat buffs for having a higher stat.
Edit: I missed where the half-feat with ability boost was lower down the list
and cost 3.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 3 points 17 days ago

2 Half-Feats that buff stats, 3 Half-Feats without the ASIs, two FullFeats, or 1 Half-Feat w/ ASI and 1 Full Feat.
Like just making it so it's not "1+Mod (min. 1)" would be a massive
balance improvement even if I still wouldn't let this near my table with
a 50-meter pole. The most this should be is "Mod (min. 0)" and even
then that's too much.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] tzki_ 7 points 18 days ago
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yeah, this just makes intelligence literally the strongest stat (+ attunement, which
was something only artificers got).
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] aubreysux 2 points 18 days ago

The rule my table uses is that the number of tools and languages that your
background provides is modified by your intelligence. So if you have a +3 int, you
get three bonus tools or languages. If you have a -1, then you get one less.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] shagnarok 1 point 17 days ago

I also make negative int modifiers reduce your languages/tools - not super
noticeable but makes int important
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DracoDruid 167 points 18 days ago

You should switch proficiency for tools and skills.
Skills are way more useful, so they should cost 2 points, whereas tools/kits/languages
should cost 1
And overall, i think allowing save proficiencies and feats is too much for just being
intelligent.
And I would make it 0 + int mod.
So Bottomline:
1 pt - tool/language proficiency
2 pts - skill proficiency
3 pts - expertise
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] fraidei 68 points 18 days ago*

1 pt - tool/language proficiency
2 pts - skill proficiency
3 pts - expertise
I think that the best way of doing this is to just use this list, not more.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ABloodyCoatHanger 17 points 18 days ago
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Yeah it's often a more simple system that becomes better. If you wanna give
out feats, do that separately.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DeepLock8808 9 points 17 days ago

I think you can give out SOME of the half feats without issue. Keen mind
and actor come to mind. A specific list might be safer, since elven
accuracy is a half feat.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ABloodyCoatHanger 5 points 17 days ago

Yeah, that's actually what I do. I offer my players a free starting feat off
a list of lesser-used feats like Actor, Athlete, Chef, Healer, Savage
Attacker, Shield Master, etc.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DeepLock8808 5 points 17 days ago

I think everyone underestimated healer. It was the core of my life
cleric build along with healing word. But yeah, agreed with all your
picks. Savage attacker, woohoo.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DeepTakeGuitar 1 point 17 days ago

I think you nailed it
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] yoyojuiceboi 1 point 17 days ago

I have my own system in my games that is very similar to this. I give out one
tool/language proficiency for each +1 int modifier you have. I also make the
standard amount of languages 1 instead of 2. That means you are at the normal
amount with a +1 modifier.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] MufasaJesus 31 points 18 days ago

I like the idea, but feats seem a bit much to me. Would be nice to have something
similar for each stat.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Muzak__Fan 12 points 18 days ago
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INT RAW is undertuned compared to other skills. I feel this particular homebrew
goes slightly too far in the other direction but with a few tweaks mentioned by
others in this post, IMO it brings it up to par.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] MufasaJesus 5 points 18 days ago

That's fair, I just like the idea of it exploring the entire stat system a bit further.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Muzak__Fan 2 points 18 days ago

I completely agree. All abilities should have secondary effects aside from
aiding in checks and attack rolls. It’s not that closely balanced in 5e in my
opinion. DEX as-is is overtuned by giving bonuses to both AC and
initiative as well as a primary stat for attack rolls, for instance. WIS and
CHR don’t really add much in this regard if you don’t count passive
perception as a secondary bonus.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] mangled-wings 1 point 18 days ago

In the games I play/DM, at least, wis is one of the strongest stats. It's
just such a common save, and perception checks happen often
enough that someone needs to have a good PP or the party's going to
run into a lot of problems (obviously different if your DM doesn't use
PP as much). I took Perception expertise on my 8 wis rogue just
because the Druid is at constant disadvantage (they're always reading
a book while walking). It's not as overtuned as dex, but it doesn't need
a buff as much as int/str/cha do (not that I'd say no to giving it a
secondary benefit to make it more interesting).
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Comte_Zero 2 points 17 days ago

Spells that make you make wis save are also paramount to
survive.
A party all falling to Hypnotic Pattern or a bunch of charms and
stuff like that is pretty much instant TPK.
As for charisma is depends on the amount of RP. Most of the
times I feel like its the best attribute since without it, it becomes
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qxc1xs/homebrew_mechanic_to_make_intelligence_stats/
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very hard very quick to interact with NPCs beyond wacking and
burning.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 3 points 17 days ago

Yo, sorceror, bard, and rogue here... Charisma does NOT need a
buff thank you very much. I can see an argument for Strength and
an argument to lower Int's skill threshold, but Charisma is really
fucking good. Like holy crap that sounds to me like you're ignoring
multiple entire pillars of tabletop gaming.
Charisma is made for social interactions and benefits combat. Int
benefits social interactions and exploration. Wis benefits all three
about equally with a higher benefit towards exploration/social, but
mostly as a passive boon. Str, Dex, and Con all benefit combat
and exploration. If you try applying Charisma to exploration, yeah,
that won't work. If you try applying it incorrectly in combat, it
makes sense you'd have trouble... but if you're using Charisma as
it's meant to be used... my guy, Charisma is borderline the
strongest stat as it can get people and creatures in the world to
completely change what they do for you even without cheating by
using the Charmed condition.
I'm sorry, but your comment reads as someone who focuses
exclusively on the RAW features granted by things and not as
someone who plays DnD as a role-playing experience where you
utilize the things you have in varying ways. Yes, Charisma doesn't
do as much in certain areas of the game. It's not supposed to. But
it literally lets you move armies, get away with murder, and attain
the otherwise unobtainable.
Also, reminder, because a lot of people forget this: Charisma is
supposed to be used (not Wisdom) in social situations, generally
speaking. Like it is really fucking good. And yes, I may be just the
tiniest bit offended that it was compared to fucking Strength. You
compared the literal best stat to the literal worst as though they
were remotely equal. lmao
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] mangled-wings 0 points 17 days ago
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No, you're right, I was mostly just thinking about combat
situations. Warlock's my favorite class, don't worry, I don't
hate charisma. My DM just puts more focus on what you say
in social situations and often rolls aren't even made, and I'm...
not very good at thinking of what to say on my feet, so social
stuff doesn't feel as powerful in the game I'm playing.
Charisma's the most DM-dependent stat for how powerful it
is, and my DM doesn't treat it as nearly as powerful as yours
seems to. Sure, we can convince people to hate us less or
convince someone that likes us to do a favor for us, but NPCs
in this world are by default suspicious and unlikely to change
that because of a high Persuasion check. Something like
getting away with murder is something that a Charisma check
might help with, but that's very circumstantial and we'd need a
hell of an excuse.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 1 point 17 days ago

My guy, I've played and DMd in Ravenloft settings. For
you it may not be as powerful because you don't know
what to do, but you can ask your DM for help if you don't
know the words to say but know what your character
would try to do. A good DM will be patient when a
player's weaknesses get in the way of a character's
strengths. And charismatic people can get people who
are suspicious of them to trust them. It's how con artists
and scammers manage to be so successful.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] mangled-wings 0 points 17 days ago

I'm doing fine and I'm happy with my group's
playstyle, thanks. I don't need advice on this and
you're sounding rather condescending. I'm just telling
you that not all playstyles are the same as yours. And
you're forgetting that con artists attempt their cons
many times; most people don't fall for it. There's
always a line that NPCs won't cross regardless of
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qxc1xs/homebrew_mechanic_to_make_intelligence_stats/
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how high you roll, unless you're playing a "a nat 20
means you seduce the dragon" game (good for you if
you are, but that's not how I play). If you're able to
ask a lot of people for something, great, you'll
eventually find someone willing to trust you. If you're
relying on getting a king to lend you an army you'd
better hope he's either incredibly naive or you
genuinely have something he wants and can
advance his goals.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook -1 points 17 days ago*

my DM doesn't treat it as nearly as powerful
as yours seems to.
I don't want to hear you criticize me for being
condescending when you said this. I'm literally
talking about using charisma as per following
RAW and common sense. That's it. Nothing
fancy. Nothing special. Nothing unreasonably
powerful.
That said, if what I said you took as
condescending, I do apologize as that was not
my intent. Nothing I said was at all me saying
your group's playstyle needs to change. All I said
was if you have issues as a player, a good DM
won't punish you for your own personal
weaknesses when they would not be something
your character has as a weakness.
And yes, bad con artists do try it many times and
only a few take the bait. The good ones have the
social awareness to identify who easy marks are.
I don't see why you're freaking out over me
identifying that your DM seems to be shafting
you because you as the player don't know all the
right things to say even if your character
reasonably should.
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And what I said isn't "Nat 20 seduce the dragon."
In social interactions, it's a series of smaller
successes to convince people of a bunch of
smaller things to get them willing to do a larger
thing. Look at 6 January. 4 years ago 90% of
those people would have been appalled if they
heard someone say they should do that. But they
were convinced of a bunch of smaller things
making the larger things easy to believe until
they were convinced. And you can do that (if
you're skilled enough or happen to get lucky
enough) in a single interaction with someone. It's
not my gift, but I've seen people do it.
If you're able to ask a lot of people for
something, great, you'll eventually find
someone willing to trust you. If you're relying
on getting a king to lend you an army you'd
better hope he's either incredibly naive or
you genuinely have something he wants and
can advance his goals.
Yes. This is literally my point. You're suggesting
your DM doesn't make it so you can ever get
anyone to trust you and you can never convince
a king (or in reality the noble factions because
they are generally the ones who hold the most
power in a kingdom depending on the sociopolitical Jenga tower in question) that you have
something they want or that you could benefit
them. I'm shocked your DM would make it so
you're basically stuck in a quagmire for social
interaction where the Charisma Stat, by your own
implications, is worthless. Hell, actually, no you
outright say that. You say the issue is because of
your problems as the player, not your problems
as the character, and that the DM doesn't let you
use your Charisma stat to help guide you when
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you don't know the right things to say when that's
part of what the stat is literally meant for.
You seem to think that I'm saying something I
very much never said, and I would appreciate if
you wouldn't try and ascribe shit like that to me.
What I am saying is a good DM doesn't punish
players for things that don't make sense. That's
all. If your DM is punishing you because you as
the player can't navigate a social situation when
your character by all accounts should be able to
handle it better than you, then they're a shit DM.
Part of their job is quite literally to make it so it is
reasonably possible for you to accomplish things
in front of you and to engage in a world that is
living and capable of being affected. You aren't
supposed to be handed everything, but the DM is
supposed to take your strengths and
weaknesses into account as a player so that
you're not punished for things you can't control.
On the other side of this, yes, your DM is doing it
the right way of prioritizing roleplay over roll-play.
But that's not an excuse for making Charisma do
nothing. Character interactions should proc
Charisma. Additionally, the player should be able
to ask the DM for help when they don't know the
exact right words to say, but their Charisma
Score of 17 (lowballing) character most certainly
should. Remember, the average ability score for
an adult person is 10 or 11. Your character has
trained to know how to convey their thoughts and
desires. It's reasonable to say, "Yo, DM, I want to
have my character convince the King to lend us
aid. I don't know what to say myself, but it's
reasonable that my character would at least have
an idea. Can I get a nod in the right direction?" If
your DM says no to that and doesn't give you
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anything to help... that's the DM unfairly
punishing a player for something unreasonable.
It's not the player's fault they don't understand
something their character should. Like if you're a
priestess of Sune, you should know the lore and
traditions in-character regardless of the player
knowing. The DM should let you ask them for
guidance on relevant things. That's not an
unreasonable ask. But you're pretending what
I'm saying is he should just let you get away with
anything. Actually fuck off.
Like God, I've got a player who has highfunctioning autism. If I did what you said your DM
does, I'd be viewed as a monster for not taking
into account his issues with social situations.
Sure, you might not be to that degree, but it's
something you have as a weakness your DM
owes you as a player in his game to be cognizant
and respectful of.
permalink embed save parent report give award
reply

continue this thread
[–] FlannerysNotebook 1 point 17 days ago

I recommend looking into tool proficiencies. Tools combine with skill
proficiencies to give additional benefits. A lot of stuff you're talking
about is covered by the existing gameplay and mechanics.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 0 points 17 days ago

INT RAW is fine. I agree it's undertuned, but it's also because of the nature of
the stat. It involves the DM and players to both be smart with it. Basically, INT
is a high skill-threshold stat for both sides of the game.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] TheCharalampos 65 points 18 days ago

Woah woah woah, cut the list to the first three, then we're talking.
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Stercore_ 26 points 18 days ago

I’d let them take expertise as well, or, if they’re a spell caster, take a spell from any
class’ spell list at the cost of 1 point per spell level.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 2 points 17 days ago

I'm not a fan of letting a level 1 sit on a Level 6 spell from a class they're not a
part of for 5 levels while treating it as one of their class's spells once they
become able to cast it. That sounds like it would have some cheese to it and
I'm sorry but Wizards don't need more Cheese. Also, what would happen if
you played an Artificer and picked up a Level 6 Spell for the lols? Would you
just not get the spell? So your reward for taking high INT but being silly out of
character is your character getting punished because the player's an idiot?
That wouldn't make sense in-character... and you can see the problem. I like
your idea, but I think it should be fine-tuned to 1-cost take an additional
cantrip. 2-cost take an additional first-level spell. Leave it at that.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Stercore_ 5 points 17 days ago*

Think of it this way. The character has the technical know how of how to
cast the spell. Like they are mentally able to cast the spell, knowing all the
words, gestures, components, theory.. etc. but they simply don’t have the
magical power to do so yet.
If the player chooses to do so, not only could it be a cool plot point, that if
they’re a wizard, they crafted this very intricate and powerful spell no other
wizard has technically been able to make work, but he just isn’t powerful
enough yet.
There wouldn’t be any cheese, as if you pick a spell of a level higher than
the slots you have, you simply can’t cast it.
If you played an artificer and choose a 6th level spell, then the DM would
tell them "hey, you know you will literally never be able to cast that spell
right?" And then it is up to the caster again, if they want to take that spell,
even though they know the consequences, let them. If they choose a suboptimal choice like that, then that’s their perogative. Also, if you do as you
said and make cantrips cost 1, and first levels cost 2, but just extend that
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to higher level spells too, then you will at best be able to get a 5th level
spell, only if you have 20 int and don’t use your points on anything else.
Which imo makes narrative sense. You spent so much time and intelligent
effort into making this spell, so you didn’t have the time to cultivate a new
skill such as a language or whatever.
It could make sense in character, like a druid is so intelligent that they
somehow figure out a way that they can cast a spell that no other druid
has figured out how to cast yet, they just don’t have the magical force to
do so yet. Or with your artificer example, they can never reach that power,
even though they know how they could cast it if they reached that power.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 0 points 17 days ago

So yeah, what you described is "Making a backstory 101". That's not
something that needs mechanics, it's already a default thing many
characters do and I believe is literally a default characteristic the PHB
recommends for Wizards.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Stercore_ 2 points 17 days ago

I mean yeah. I never said it wasn’t making a backstory. The thing i
was saying is that i like the idea of smart characters having the
option of choosing a spell from a different class, and for them to
take even a high level spell. What i was doing was making a
justification for it making narrative sense.
This isn’t a mechanic for taking a high level spell and making it
part of your backstory, it is instead a way to make intelligence
more useful. If you don’t want the spell, there are options for other
things to use your points on, like languages, skills, expertise, low
level spells, etc.
This is just a way of making the intelligence stat more useful, as
now it is literally almost always a dumpstat, that has little to no
use most of the time. And it incentivises players to put higher
numbers into intelligence so that they can get spells from any
spell list if they want to.
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I don’t feel the backstory argument is very neccessary as this
mechanic is simple, effective and won’t interfer too much in the
balance of the game, and will almost always add something to the
story to make it more engaging and cool.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook -1 points 17 days ago*

We're talking mechanics here, not narrative. Literally anything
can make narrative sense if you're smart about it. So going
into justifying the mechanic by giving backstory reasons is
asinine. Do you now understand why I took issue with you
doing that?
As for the mechanics of it, the ability to take extra spells from
other classes should be far more limited than this. That's why
I capped it at Level 1 spells with my suggestion. Going over
that offers jank that far outstrips even a full feat.
As for Intelligence being a dump stat, that's only true if both
the players and DM don't know what they are doing. Like,
don't get me wrong, it's the second worst stat (right above
strength), but that has literally nothing to do with the
Intelligence being a bad stat. It has entirely to do with
Intelligence having a high skill threshold in order for it to be
used well from either the DM-side or the player-side. For one,
the DM needs to give enough of a shit to know about the
world they're running the campaign in. Most DMs don't bother.
They just say, "shit happens because it does" and leave it at
that. Otherwise, the player needs to know the right questions
to ask and needs to actually care about the world they are in
to look into things more thoroughly than just whatever surface
layer the DM thinks to offer in the moment. I'll say this much:
for as much as I despise Matt Mercer's homebrew and house
rules, he at least treats Intelligence the way it's supposed to
be handled according to RAW, which is far more than I can
say about most DMs. Intelligence isn't a bad stat. If you have
a DM and player who both know what they are doing, it's
actually far more powerful than Dexterity or Wisdom.
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As for the mechanic not being too broken, my guy, versatility
with your spell selection is actually insanely good. Why do
you think Bards get literally this as one of their Class Features
(Magical Secrets) starting at 10th Level where it caps there at
selecting 5th level spells (until 14th then 18th level)? It's really
fucking good. And there you have to actually commit to doing
something. Not to mention that this is a mechanic that further
exacerbates the power-level of Wizard and Artificer while also
being functionally unavailable to any of the MAD classes. Like
if you run a SAD class like Cleric? Yeah, no, you're golden. A
fucking Cleric with bonus spells from whatever they want
regardless of their domain is a scary thought, especially since
they are the most OP non-multiclass Class by Level 20 and
until then 2nd only to Wizards who literally get this mechanic's
benefit not just for free, but the mechanic incentivizes it. Like,
God you underestimate how fucking nuts Wizards are if the
player isn't an absolute idiot.
This mechanic isn't fixing an issue. It's creating one. It
basically shows favoritism to Classes that don't need it and
lets others basically rot. I would equally oppose this even if all
the options available were just Tool/Language Proficiencies,
Skill Proficiencies, and Expertise. These aren't things that
should be disproportionately offered to people to reward them
for picking one starting Class over another, and yes, that is
what it is doing.
ETA: By the way, I liked your spell suggestion because I
thought it was interesting. It's not a good idea even in the edit
I made to it and I wouldn't let any version of this mechanic
near my table. In my opinion, no good DM would. Not
because of any reason other than it's not fun to players who
sit there being punished for choosing to play something that
doesn't rely on INT while the Wizard gets Rogue/Bard-tier
versatility for free without needing any investment to do so.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Stercore_ 1 point 17 days ago*
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We're talking mechanics here, not narrative. Literally
anything can make narrative sense if you're smart
about it. So going into justifying the mechanic by
giving backstory reasons is asinine. Do you now
understand why I took issue with you doing that?
I’m not justifying the mechanics through backstory. I’m
justifying it by adding a reason to actually invest in
intelligence rather than just make it a dump.
You were the one who brought in narrative reasons such
as your character getting punished for player idiocy, or
something not making sense in character. That is what i
responded to when talking about narratives.
As for the mechanics of it, the ability to take extra
spells from other classes should be far more limited
than this. That's why I capped it at Level 1 spells with
my suggestion. Going over that offers jank that far
outstrips even a full feat.
Yes it outstrips a feat, but you have to remember
everyone gets this to a degree. Even if you have just a +1
intelligence, you can get a 1st level spell if you eant to, at
the cost if sacrificing skills, cantrips, expertise, etc.
As for Intelligence being a dump stat, that's only true
if both the players and DM don't know what they are
doing. Like, don't get me wrong, it's the second worst
stat (right above strength), but that has literally
nothing to do with the Intelligence being a bad stat.
Except it literally is just a bad stat. Charisma, dex and con
have so much that rely on them. Wisdom not as much,
but still more than strength and intelligence. They’re
simply just weak stats.
It has entirely to do with Intelligence having a high
skill threshold in order for it to be used well from
either the DM-side or the player-side. For one, the
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DM needs to give enough of a shit to know about the
world they're running the campaign in. Most DMs
don't bother. They just say, "shit happens because it
does" and leave it at that. Otherwise, the player
needs to know the right questions to ask and needs
to actually care about the world they are in to look
into things more thoroughly than just whatever
surface layer the DM thinks to offer in the moment.
Which means that in real terms, most of the time you play
dnd, unless you have a very invested group, intelligence
is always going to be a suboptimal choice, and not
everyone has a super invested group. You’re essentially
saying something akin to "if everyone was rich,
worldhunger wouldn’t be a problem". Like ok, your right
technically, but not everyone has that, and that’s what we
have to consider.
I'll say this much: for as much as I despise Matt
Mercer's homebrew and house rules, he at least
treats Intelligence the way it's supposed to be
handled according to RAW, which is far more than I
can say about most DMs. Intelligence isn't a bad stat.
If you have a DM and player who both know what
they are doing, it's actually far more powerful than
Dexterity or Wisdom.
It just isn’t though. I will always, always always pick dex
over intelligence unless i’m playing an Int heavy class.
That’s just not a doubt at all, even if i’m with an amazing
DM, having a higher dex is just better.
As for the mechanic not being too broken, my guy,
versatility with your spell selection is actually insanely
good. Why do you think Bards get literally this as one
of their Class Features (Magical Secrets) starting at
10th Level where it caps there at selecting 5th level
spells (until 14th then 18th level)? It's really fucking
good.
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Yeah it is, and everyone can take part of it. Any class that
has spellcasting can get these extra spells. And worst
case you get like three 1st levels, two 2nd levels, one 3rd
level and one 1st level, or one 5th level. Or if you really
want to go for it, 5 cantrips. Like imo it isn’t that
overpowered. That is if you invest fully into intelligence. It
is essentially on par with the magical secrets that lore
bards get at 6th level. Like if you don’t have 20 from the
start, you’re not even going to get that 5th level. At 18 int
you’re at best getting a 4th level, or a 3rd and a cantrip.
That is also if you don’t want to invest in anything else,
like an expertise or skill, which is also super valuable.
And there you have to actually commit to doing
something. Not to mention that this is a mechanic
that further exacerbates the power-level of Wizard
and Artificer while also being functionally unavailable
to any of the MAD classes.
This is the only point i somewhat agree with. Artificers are
currently one of the most underrepresented classes, and
one of the ones that are considered more subpar than
other casters or halfcasters, so i don’t mind giving it a
boost, but wizards definetly don’t need it. So i agree
there.
Like if you run a SAD class like Cleric? Yeah, no,
you're golden. A fucking Cleric with bonus spells
from whatever they want regardless of their domain
is a scary thought, especially since they are the most
OP non-multiclass Class by Level 20 and until then
2nd only to Wizards who literally get this mechanic's
benefit not just for free, but the mechanic incentivizes
it.
Most classes these days aren’t as SAD or MAD. Like
Bard, Cleric, Druid, even warlock and sorcerer are all
pretty equal in their need for stats. Focus on their
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spellcasting stat, one high stat between strength or dex
(mostly dex), and con if you can. This just gives them a
reason to also pick intelligence rather than the typical
(casting)/dex/con cycle, as now investing a high number
in intelligence actually gives a boon.
Like, God you underestimate how fucking nuts
Wizards are if the player isn't an absolute idiot.
I never underestimated it. I never estimated it at all. Yes it
is powerful, and would get even more so with this
mechanic, so there needs to be some way to remedy
that. Maybe add a clause that you need a sufficiently high
stat in the casting ability of the class your picking from.
So if you are a wizard, it means you have to invest at
least a decent stat into cha or wis, while all the cha and
wis casters get that basically for free.
This mechanic isn't fixing an issue.
It is though.
It's creating one.
I disagree. It only creates a huge issue if your playing
with extreme powergamers, which most DMs don’t.
It basically shows favoritism to Classes that don't
need it and lets others basically rot.
The artificer definelty needs it, but the wizard doesn’t, i
agree.
I would equally oppose this even if all the options
available were just Tool/Language Proficiencies, Skill
Proficiencies, and Expertise. These aren't things that
should be disproportionately offered to people to
reward them for picking one starting Class over
another, and yes, that is what it is doing.
They’re not being disproportionatly offered, they’re being
offered to every caster willing to put something into
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intelligence, and if you use the further edit i made, into
wis or cha as well.
ETA: By the way, I liked your spell suggestion
because I thought it was interesting. It's not a good
idea even in the edit I made to it and I wouldn't let
any version of this mechanic near my table. In my
opinion, no good DM would.
Ok, like that’s your opinion man.
Not because of any reason other than it's not fun to
players who sit there being punished for choosing to
play something that doesn't rely on INT while the
Wizard gets Rogue/Bard-tier versatility for free
without needing any investment to do so.
I would think it would be fun personally, if i’m playing a
sorcerer or bard or cleric or whatever and instead of
dumping Int as usual, dropping in a 14 there so i can grab
a free 3rd level spell would be amazing, and would
absolutely incentivize me to invest in intelligence more, or
if i was a wizard, incentivize me to actually invest in
wisdom or charisma for once rather than JUST
intelligence. Maybe you could make it so you can only
pick a number of spell levels from a cha/wis class equal
to the respective modifier. So if you want a wizard with
alot of cleric or druid spells, you ALSO need a 20 in
wisdom. That could also be applied to
proficiency/expertise for a skill too, that you need some
level of ability to be able to access it from this system,
which gives the already mad classes a way of getting it
for cheap, just a small investment into int, or for the
wizard a much bigger investment into diversification of it’s
abilities.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Erufailon 32 points 18 days ago
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So, while I like this idea in general, keep in mind that the wizard is a very powerful
class that also happens to want to specialize in intelligence. Giving a wizard a free feat,
or free (con) saving throw proficiency (though why would you choose that instead of
resilient?) or even proficiency with armor or an attunement slot would not be balanced
but actually pretty unfair.
That said, if none of your players are wizards (or artificers I guess), then this table
might be more appropriate.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Subrosianite 61 points 18 days ago

This buffs Wizards and Artificers without really helping any class, because any other
class is going to need those points elsewhere. They really don't need free feats,
attunement, or profs, since they have the best spells in the game, and can get anything
they want with a 1 level dip.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Necrolepsey 7 points 18 days ago

“… and can get anything they want with a 1 level dip.” I don’t think I know what you
are referring to here.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Subrosianite 6 points 18 days ago

Basically wizards have access to everything in the game depending on
subclass and spell selection, but if you wanted to be a big nasty warrior wizard
instead of a bookish old scholar, you can take 1 level in just about any other
class, get extra proficiencies and still be fine while leveling from start to finish,
losing nothing except spell progression, since the L20 feature for Wizards is
not great. Most people I've seen playing wizards start as Artificer or Cleric
now.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] fraidei 4 points 18 days ago

Artificer 3/Wizard X is one of the best multiclass options imo, you lose very
little spell progression, but you get so many good things like weapon and
armor proficiencies (if you choose a melee Artificer subclass, especially if
you go Bladesinger from the Wizard), etc. You can even adapt the levels
of Artificer depending what you want, you may go just 1 or 2 levels, or you
may go up to level 5 to get Extra Attack, and things like that.
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permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Necrolepsey 1 point 18 days ago

Ah, okay. That makes a lot more sense. Thanks.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] JJR0244 3 points 18 days ago

Rogue being edgy in corner begs to differ
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Subrosianite 2 points 18 days ago

True, I guess Trickster and Inquisitor get a little use, but not much. Doesn't
really do much for 90% of the classes and subs though, so my point stands.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] JJR0244 8 points 18 days ago

I understand what OP is trying to do. Gives incentive for anyone to stop
dumping Int. That's the entire point. But that just makes you dump
strength. The only class that absolutely needs strength because it's built
into the class is barbarian, and you could argue that they don't need it. It
just creates other problems
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] VerySexyDouchebag 44 points 18 days ago

This would make int too powerful.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Spitdinner 24 points 18 days ago

It’s overtuned as written here, but the concept is pretty established as a homebrew
rule already. Usually it’s just an extra skill/tool proficiency per point.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] BIRDsnoozer 22 points 18 days ago

Half feat without ability boost: I get it.
Full feat: yep.
Half feat WITH ability boost: im not following, isnt that just a full feat?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Hapless_Wizard 7 points 18 days ago
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No, because "half feat" is just a community term for a feat that also has a stat
boost (these are usually mechanically weaker than "full feats" and the stat boost is
to keep them on the same power curve). A half feat with no stat boost is half of a
half feat.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] PlayTime192 3 points 18 days ago

Half feet as in feet’s that give an ability bonus as well as abilities like plus 1 dex
and whatever the feet does
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] BIRDsnoozer 2 points 18 days ago

feats that give an ability bonus as well as abilities...
But thats just your average full feat... I mean there are some feats that DONT
have an associated ability increase. I still think there's something Im not
understanding.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 1 point 17 days ago

Half-Feat means specifically the feats that include ASIs. If the feat
includes an ASI, it's a "Half-Feat". If it does not include an ASI, then it's
just a Feat (or a Full Feat).
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] SonOfAQuiche 3 points 18 days ago

I think what the mean is "a feat that gives you a +1 to some Ability score" which
afaik is a half feat.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] BIRDsnoozer 2 points 18 days ago

But almost all feats give you +1 to an ability score along with something else...
Some dont have an ability score increase, but I dont know of any giving 2
score increases.
So OP already mentioned getting a half feat without the increase, like "fade
away" would let you disappear after taking damage but not give the +1 to dex.
I understood a full feat as being the above WITH the +1 to dex.
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So I still dont know what a half feat with modifier would be... Just an ability
score increase?
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Final_Hatsamu 1 point 18 days ago

I'm with you here, I fail to see a difference between "full feat" and "half feat
with ability boost".
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Enderking90 2 points 17 days ago

basically, when they say "full feat" they mean something like mobile
that doesn't have a ability score increase at all.
bit unnecessary separation, could just say you gain a feat.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 1 point 17 days ago

The distinction exists because, generally, half feats are weaker
which is why they need the extra +1 to a stat. It helps make them
comparable to full feats. It's a community term that is useful to
know. By having the community term, it makes it easier to know at
a quick glance if the feat you're looking at should seem strong or
weak before you get to the content of it. (If there's a +1, the feat
itself should be weaker than a feat without the +1.)
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Enderking90 2 points 17 days ago

what I meant that it's unnecessary separation to have both
Full feats and half feats listed in the table of what you can get,
what with having the same cost.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 1 point 17 days ago

That distinction exists because "Half Feats" were
mentioned previously. If it just said "Feat", then there'd be
some confusion as to what was included in that for the
purposes of this homebrew mechanic. If I were to write
this, I would have put "Full Feat or Half Feat (with the
ASI)" on one line, but I'd still keep the specification since
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"Full Feat" and "Half Feat" are two categories of Feats
and the distinction had already been made earlier on.
In reality though, if I were to make this mechanic--I
wouldn't. I don't believe in making mechanics that reward
people for doing literally nothing, which this mechanic
does for Wizards/Artificers, certain Rogue/Ranger builds,
and so on.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Enderking90 2 points 17 days ago

Fair I guess
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 1 point 17 days ago

Half-Feat means specifically the feats that include ASIs. If the feat
includes an ASI, it's a "Half-Feat". If it does not include an ASI, then
it's just a Feat (or a Full Feat).
The distinction exists because, generally, half feats are weaker which
is why they need the extra +1 to a stat. It helps make them
comparable to full feats. It's a community term that is useful to know.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] SonOfAQuiche 1 point 17 days ago

What I meant Was that OP might have "overdefined" the term half feat in
the post. Just my interpretation.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ColdBrewedPanacea 1 point 17 days ago

its a half feat when half of it is a feat and half of it is an ability score bonus.
Like telekinetic.
its a "full" feat when it gives no ability score bonuses. Like mobile.
The term isn't on how much of the feat you get, its a comparison between
types of feats.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] BIRDsnoozer 1 point 17 days ago
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Thank you for finally clearing this up for me. I understand now.
I still think the distinction is stupid. An unnecessary categorization of
feats based on whether or not they give ability score bonuses, and
worded in a counterintuitive way such that a half is actually "more"
than a full feat. Weird.
IMO a feat is a feat, regardless of whether it includes a score
increase. But thanks again for explaining it. I think you're the only one
who understood the nature of my confusion.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 2 points 17 days ago

worded in a counterintuitive way such that a half is actually
"more" than a full feat. Weird.
You seem to misunderstand. They're called "half-feats" because
the feat itself is about half as strong as a regular feat, hence why
they need the ASI. A simple comparison is Skilled (PHB) vs. Skill
Expert (TCE).
Skilled is a Full Feat that lets you pick up any three
Skill/Tool Proficiencies. Skills and Tools are the bread and
butter of what makes a character useful in DnD more than
literally anything else.
Skill Expert is a Half Feat that lets you pick up any +1 ASI
you want which is a sign that the Feat itself is actually going
to be really weak, so they're giving you the versatility for
your ASI. From there, you get 1 Skill proficiency (can't
select a Tool Proficiency) and then you can turn 1 Skill
you're now Proficient in (including the newly acquired Skill
Proficiency) into a Skill you have Expertise in.
To someone looking at these quickly, it may seem like "Wait, a
skill and expertise? That's better than 3 skill proficiencies, so the
ASI is an added bonus!" In reality, it's comparable to gaining a full
Expertise and that's it with Skill Expert, so the ASI is needed to
make it a reasonable pick for if you're taking it as your feat instead
of the normal ASI +2 for reaching X Level. It's also really easy to
think gaining an outright Expertise is worth 2 Skill Proficiencies,
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but really it's more like a Proficiency and a Half seeing as
Expertise requires selecting a skill you're already proficient in (so
your options are limited unlike getting to pick up any Proficiency).
You can actually see this a little more clearly in the Feat Prodigy.
Prodigy is a Full Feat that gives you a Skill Proficiency, a
Tool Proficiency, and a Language Proficiency. Additionally it
gives you Expertise in one Skill you are Proficient in.
Now that's 3 Proficiencies and Expertise. So, 3.5 by my math,
right? Well, not quite. Language Proficiencies are worth half a
proficiency due to the rarity of them being specifically useful
seeing as most intelligent creatures know Common. Their use
becomes far more niche and not even something that can
generally be made useful by the person who knows them as
opposed to Skills and Tools which can be used in more creative
and diverse ways. So, what can I use to back-up that languages
are half a Skill Proficiency?
Linguist is a Half Feat that gives you a +1 in your
Intelligence Score, 3 languages of your choice, and the
ability to write hidden ciphers that people need the code to
decipher OR beat an Intelligence Check equal to your
Intelligence SCORE (not MOD) + your Proficiency Bonus.
This would be 1 (the Int ASI), +1.5 (three languages), +.5 (the
ability to write and use ciphers is comparable to Thieves' Cant
which is treated as a language) = 3. Looking back on the Skill
Expert, you might think that should be with 2.5 based on this (1
for the +1 ASI, 1 for the Skill Proficiency, 0.5 for the Expertise),
but if you remember right, the ASI was a floating ASI meaning you
could put it anywhere. This makes it worth 1.5 points because of
the versatility. Basically, the more versatile something is, the more
valuable it is. The more niche, the lower the point threshold.
This also serves as a good guideline for trying to build Homebrew
Feats also.
ETA: I should also note that this also matches up with the
baseline ASI you can take instead of a feat. It's +2 to one score or
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+1 to two scores. It's 2 floating ASIs which comes out to
1.5+1.5=3, same value as we got from our earlier numbers.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] BIRDsnoozer 2 points 17 days ago

🤯 wow thats an awesome thorough explanation. I get it.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 1 point 17 days ago

Glad I could help. It helps to be familiar with game design
to spot these things. You'll get used to it the more you
work with game systems.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Clear_Vanilla5358 5 points 18 days ago

I've been thinking on something like that for characters of level 1. But mostly tool
proficiency, skills and languages. Totally forgot about expertise, which does make
things more interesting.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Llayanna 8 points 18 days ago

Thats the way I do it.
12 Int - 1x Language
14 Int - 1x Tool
16 Int - 1x Language or Tool
18 Int - 1x Skill
20 Int - Free Selection
It overall worked very well. People choose both more Int-Classes, but also other
classes took some addiotional Intelligence XD
Beforehand I allowed more skills but that made it feel a bit to generous with my
Bonus Feats (where mist choose Skill Feats again.)
Expertise I keep out of it, though it might still work on a 20? But at that point only
Int-Classes and crazy idiots like me who are skill monkey extremes, would benefit
from it.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] allolive 2 points 18 days ago*

I like that. Here's my suggested tweak:
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12 Int: Language
14 Int: Tool but not Thieve's Tools, or any of the above.
16 Int: Thieve's tools, 1 weapon, or any of the above.
18 Int: Skill, or any of the above.
20 Int: Expertise, or any of the above.
....
12 Str, 14 Str: One level of armor (eg, light if you have nothing, or medium if
you have light)
16 Str: 1 weapon, shields, or any of the above.
18 Str: 1 skill, which must be Athletics unless you already have it; or any of the
above.
20 Str: 1 expertise, which must be Athletics unless you already have it; or any
of the above.
--If you don't like Wizards all getting thieves' tools and/or weapons, then you can
say "getting any benefits from 16 in your main stat costs 1 first-level spell slot
permanently." But other than that, this would actually be a semi-valid reason
for a wizard not to dump STR, which I like.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Comte_Zero 1 point 17 days ago

Honestly theses days I'm thinking about giving wizards an expertise on any
skill, and they can always roll int for it.
Let 'em be the scholars that they are supposed to be (and were in past
editions)
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Greenknight102 7 points 18 days ago

Armor proficiency and feats being given is a very bad idea everything else is fine
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] TheOctopotamus 1 point 17 days ago

What does armor proficiency or strength, dexterity, or Constitution based feats
have to do with being intelligent anyway?
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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[–] SamuraiHealer 3 points 18 days ago

I like the core concept, but I think it goes a little far.
At minimum I think that armor proficiencies need to build on each other, and you need
to include light. However I think armor proficiencies is more about conditioning than
skill so I'd probably drop them all together. Weapons you can make the case that
there's a significant skill component involved so they start to tip the scales.
I think getting an extra ASI in any way is probably too much, so I'd drop the feats.
I'd make it only proficiency in Int saves and balance the cost around that, probably 2.
I'd make kits and artisan tools be 1 and skills or thieves tools be 2, or have them all be
1.
Simple weapons should be included, or just say one weapon.
I really like the expertise option and that this is just additive and not subtractive. I think
that fits 5e design really well.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] EggAtix 3 points 17 days ago*

"I'm so smart I learned how to carry 85 lbs of armor".
Maybe instead provide a str bonus that only applies for the purposes of meeting str
requirements for various things like multi classes/armor/feats etc.
Also this kind of just makes wizards scary Early & late. Especially because if you get a
full feat, you can then use it to get additional stats 😬
You can conceivably get 17 starting int in pointbuy (generally the most restrictivr
scenario), which is enough for a full feat, which you could use to get +1 int to get one
more point to buy the half feat, which is terrifying.
Especially because bladesingers are already among the strongest classes in the
game, wizards in general can almost always hold their own, and artificers already have
an absurd early game power spike.
Also, does the attunement with the uncommon magic item also give you the magic
item? Or does it give you a slot free attunement for that kind of item or something?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] converter-bot 2 points 17 days ago

85 lbs is 38.59 kg
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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[–] Mjolnir620 3 points 17 days ago

It just seems weird to have intelligence grant armor proficiency
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Meph248 8 points 18 days ago

If you remove the armor/saving throw proficiency and restrict Artificers and Wizards
from using the system above, it would be much more balanced.
Otherwise Wizards/Artificers get more SAD and even get high AC; while all other
classes get more MAD if they want to use this system.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Christof_Ley 2 points 18 days ago

My 5e homebrew is just stealing from 3.5e. They get a free language with every extra
point of intelligence mod
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] marcos2492 2 points 18 days ago

The idea is good, i don't agree with the values. Im thinking more like
1. Language, tool, light armor or simple weapons
2. Martial weapons or a skill
3. Medium armor and shields
4. Expertise in an already proficient skill, or saving throw in Str, Int or Cha
5. Heavy armor, an extra attunement slot or half feat (with no ASI)
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] allolive 2 points 18 days ago

As others have noted, this is a good idea, but OP as written. I'd like to flag a different
issue: by putting more emphasis on stats, this makes each-player-rolls-their-stats even
more unequal than it already is. So I'd recommend only using something like this with
point buy or common-array (whether that's standard-array or roll-once-for-the-wholeparty or whatever).
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] FlannerysNotebook 2 points 17 days ago

A few thoughts:
1. Intelligence Points should only apply to things that only involve the Mind. Armor
and weapon proficiencies are a hard no.
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2. No to the attunement stuff. The 3-cost Attunement with one uncommon magic
item does nothing as you can just attune at the start of the campaign anyways or
say "DM, I've had this item. There's no way I'm not already attuned to it." The 4cost is actually balance-warping to make available to literally anyone.
3. Feats? If one of my players brought this to me, I'd actually laugh at them thinking
they were joking. No. Feats can be way too good for someone to just get for
cheap/free beyond what's already allowed. There's a reason Variant Human is
so often used.
4. As for expertise, I'm not a fan of granting expertise like this. It kind of steps on
the toes of Bard and Rogue. Not to mention the wording for expertise is a bit
weird here. I recommend consulting the Expertise feature for wording.
5. Did I mention "fuck that" to the Feats? If not, fuck that.
Your heart's in the right place, but the issue with intelligence isn't that it's a bad stat that
needs new mechanics to save it. The problem is most DMs don't know how to use it in
a way that feels good and natural since a lot of player knowledge tends to slip into the
game undercutting it. The solution would be to make a guide to help people, players
and DMs both, better utilize Intelligence than they already do.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] DeepLock8808 2 points 17 days ago

The costs could use work. An off the cuff proposal here:
1 is trivial. Languages, weapons, tools, and light armor are all readily available to any
character and of limited impact. There are plenty of alternatives to light armor.
2 is minor. Skill proficiencies are fairly useful and shore up weaknesses. Medium armor
and shields grow on trees multiclassing. Uncommon items aren’t significant enough to
worry about most of the time.
3 is moderate. Expertise doubles down on your core capabilities, half feats include
some fun abilities, and secondary saving throws will see some use. Heavy armor offers
a lot of AC for this with decent strength.
4 is major. Extra attunement slots come at a premium, and a major saving throw can
really shore up a huge weakness. I can see an argument for moving half feats here
with stuff like actor being useless but elven accuracy being incredibly powerful for a
half feat.
5 is immense. A free feat is really powerful, especially because only int builds can get
it. With this cost, characters won’t be able to afford it at character generation (18 int).
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Two feats at 4th level is less noticeable than one feat at 1st level.
Arguments on pushing some of these up and down a notch are welcome.
1 - Language
1 - Weapon
1 - Tool
1 - Light Armor
2 - Skill
2 - Medium Armor and shields
2 - Attunement slot (uncommon only)
3 - Half feat
3 - Expertise
3 - Heavy Armor
3 - Saving throw (str, int, cha)
4 - Saving throw (dex, con, wis)
4 - Attunement slot (any)
5 - Any feat
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] FacedCrown 4 points 18 days ago

This is really only buffs the people who are already good at magic. If there were
charisma and wisdom versions itd be better, but itd still nerf martials.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] CheshireMimic 2 points 18 days ago

I think I see these rules as trying to incentivize non-wizards and non-artificers to avoid
dumping their INT score.
Because the benefits scale with higher INT, wizards and artificers will paradoxically
benefit the most from this and it grants benefits that would cost other classes a feat or
a multiclass dip to obtain.
Wizards might not need buffing, in terms of global game balance, but I support the
spirit of your attempt.
You could consider only giving these benefits to non-spellcasters, or non-full
spellcasters, the argument being that studious characters that don't use magic can
spend their time learning other things, while spellcasters need more time to hone their
magic arts. It is possible that some players wouldn't mind sacrificing a few attribute
points to bump INT if the payoff was a feat or expertise in a skill at L1.
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Neat idea!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] ParryHisParry 1 point 18 days ago

This would be sick if there weren't multiple classes who need Intelligence. This system
massively buffs Artificers and Wizards.
If it was a stat people dump, and now they don't it could be fine. Fundamentally that
isn't the case for every class, so the concept seems unfair.
If you asked me if I, as a DM, would change nothing in my party except give the wizard
a free feat or free Medium armor proficiency, I'd look at you like you had three
eyestalks!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] TcheQuevara 2 points 17 days ago

The quick (if complicated) fix is to take away some of their native proficiencies.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] estneked 1 point 18 days ago

this just makes wizards even stronger. And while I understand that not every table will
be dominated by wizards by default, every one will have to include additional
countermeassures to make sure those wizards dont start running amok.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Brromo 1 point 18 days ago

if you roll an 18 for one of your stats and are a Custom Origin you can get 3 full feats at
Lv 1
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] TheRainSnake 1 point 18 days ago

This is cool, but since it doesn’t affect things outside of character creation, leveling Int
still has the same weight as it does before. I’m incentivized to start with higher Int but
then just forget it for the rest of the campaign.
My solution is to reduce starting skills from your class by -2 at character creation, then
add Intelligence modifier (a rogue is 2 + Int, a Fighter is just Int). Each time you level
Int modifier, you can get an additional skill or language. If adding Int to your number of
skills results in negative skills, you can turn untrained skills into Dunning-Krueger skills
which subtract proficiency instead of adding it.
permalink embed save report give award reply
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[–] Primelibrarian 1 point 18 days ago

I like those it should take at least 6 Int points to get a feat. And to be honest I don't
think that option should exist. Nor the profiency in saving throw option
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] 106503204 1 point 18 days ago*

Super cool. I totally agree intelligence is a dump stat if you are not a wizard or artificer.
I think you should limit the rewards to ribbon features, such as tools, languages, maybe
skills at most.
In my opinion, everything below, and including, medium armor is too game breaking to
give to people that get 16+ intelligence. Wizards are already considered the most
powerful class in the game, you don't want one player/character to overshadow
everyone else.
I do love the +attunement though.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] KillAllMeatBags 1 point 18 days ago

Variant human eldritch knight. I go Great Weapon master, Pole arm Master
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] _b1ack0ut 1 point 18 days ago

We use a similar mechanic at our table, though not as powerful with half feats, etc. just
proficiencies, languages and the likes.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] krawm 1 point 18 days ago

in the basic editions of D&D from the 80's, intelligence effected how many languages
you speak or in the case of mages the max level spells you could cast.
I always loved this rule in dnd and its a shame it didnt carry over, makes no sense that
someone with an int of 14 can cast 9th lvl spells.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] windwolf777 1 point 18 days ago

Honestly, I like the idea, however, I think that Full feat, saving throw, and both the
attunement slot for an uncommon item, and straight up attunement slot is actually way
to big of a boost.
And I actually think that expertise might be too good as well. Maybe 3 points and add
the ability to also choose a tool?
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] NoahsGotTheBoat 1 point 18 days ago

I like this. My only issue is that the bladesinger is already so grossly OP that giving
them access to a feat just further creates a power balance. I would make those
bonuses apply to every class and subclass that isn't the bladesinger wizard.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Kai-theGuy 1 point 17 days ago

Why is full feat the same cost as a saving throw proficieny which can be gotten with
resilient either earlier (half feat) or same cost with +1 asi
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] M4j3stic_C4pyb4r4 1 point 17 days ago

Only the first 3. Everything else has high potential to be very unbalanced.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] carbonatedgravy69 1 point 17 days ago

this is a great idea, i’d love to see the other stats!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Roy-Sauce 1 point 17 days ago

Yeah this is way to much, my system is based on your int modifier: +1: 1 New
Language Prof +2: 1 New Tool Instrument Prof +3: 1 New Simple or Martial Weapon
Prof +4: 1 New Skill Prof +5: Expertise in 1 Skill And then expertise again for every +1
above 5
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] harukatenou 1 point 17 days ago

I like what you're going for but I would only use Above 10 INT on character creation for
extra languages/profs/tools prof. kinda like Pathfinder 2e does.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Lawson_007 1 point 17 days ago

I think other people bring up a good point that this straight buffs Wizards and Artificers
and feats are unbalanced to get, which is fair. Now, having similar but unique benefits
for every stat? That could be interesting.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Blackfyre301 1 point 17 days ago
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When attempting to rebalance weaker stats, I think the main question you should ask
is "how can I make a character that doesn't need this stat inclined to put a 10 or a 12
into it for some mechanical benefit?"
For example:
Wisdom: saving throws, perception, insight and (very rarely) medicine.
Dexterity: saving throws, initiative, stealth, AC (for all armour types except for
heavy).
So basically any optimised character build will have at least 10 in these two stats, even
if they aren't relevant and the character has heavy armour.
STR, INT and CHA are way weaker for those that don't need them. So it is very
reasonable for us to want to improve them. However, we shouldn't improve those stats
so as to specifically aid the classes that use that stat. A stat can be OP, such as
dexterity, but have classes that rely on that stat that aren't OP, or are even UP.
Likewise, INT and CHA are very easy to dump for a character that doesn't care for
them, but they have arguably the most powerful classes in the game between them.
So buffing those stats so as to help the people with 16+ of it is a bad idea. Otherwise
we would need to assign additional benefits to having high scores in other stats, like
high strength also boosting weapon damage dice (which isn't a bad idea TBH). But
overall the game doesn't need that.
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[–] GeneralAce135 1 point 17 days ago

"(if it's positive add the modifier, if it's negative add 0)" should instead just be "
(minimum 1)". It's fewer words, easily understood, and matches the language used
elsewhere in 5e.
What's a Half Feat?
I like the idea of handing out extra proficiencies and bonuses for having a high
Intelligence. I've been wanting to revamp Intelligence for a while personally, and this is
something 2e did (the only other edition I know).
Some of the options I like. Weapon, language, skill, tools, expertise, and maybe saving
throws.
The others are too much IMO. Getting feats is too powerful, and doesn't fit right with
some feats. And armor proficiency has the same issue. No Wizard worth their salt is
gonna have less than a +2 to Intelligence, which means they get heavy armor now?
What?
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I like where your head is at, but the available options need some adjustment. Overall,
good idea!
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[–] Diet-Dop 1 point 17 days ago

Wizard with da full plate and heavy armour master with capped int
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[–] M0usTr4p 1 point 17 days ago

Ye, lets give wizard even more free power!!
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[–] Alandrus_sun 1 point 17 days ago

Allow me to concentrate on 2 spells with the DC at 15 if so. >.>
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[–] Thaumaturgycantrip 1 point 17 days ago

I feel like you could just use the half feat for stuff like lucky or other good feats that
don’t give stats.
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[–] SkirtWearingSlutBoi 1 point 17 days ago

I'm a bit iffy on the martial weapon and heavy armour prof. I'd personally just give them
the next "stage" of armour instead compared to what they'd normally have- that is, if
they only have medium armour they now get heavy armour; light armour to medium,
and no armour to Light armour.
For the weapon, I'd probably make it a simple weapon for 1 point, martial for 2.
Ultimately though, I'd probably just simplify it to skill, tool, and language profs only. The
attunement slot and half-feats seem okay, but I'd still likely simplify it myself.
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[–] kabukistar 1 point 17 days ago

If a half feet means ignoring the ability boost, what's the difference between a half feet
with ability boost and full feet?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] IlstrawberrySeed 1 point 17 days ago

It seems fine, but there needs to be some for the other 5 stats as well.
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[–] AtDjs 1 point 17 days ago

Love the idea except because of the class it's really aiming for, with high intelligence
you're probably going with a wizard and much of the latter ones might buff them a bit
too much (like feats and attunement) according to saving throws I'd only give the
intelligence one
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[–] Excellent-Essay-9440 1 point 17 days ago

Lets buff Wizard what could go wrong giving them armor proficiency
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[–] SpamLord 1 point 17 days ago

Just keep playing wizards and taking 1-2 feats every time. And playing custom lineage
get a potential 3rd
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[–] DM_Malus Reviewer 1 point 17 days ago

I gotta agree with others, giving out saving throw proficiencies, armor proficiencies and
feats/attunement slots is kinda something i'd stay clear of. If you're going to do that,
then give it to everyone, not just the "INT" guy..
Personally, I have Intelligence linked to Languages, Tool/Skill prof/expertise,.
I also homebrew that every character gets 2 feats at character creation; One is tied to
their Background and has to fit their backstory from BEFORE they became their class.
And then they pick their 2nd feat that is tied to their Class/Theme and fits what they're
going for.
Another house-rule i suggest that can be very flavorful (and works well with the Hermit
background if a player takes it). is "Secrets"
At character creation, i tell the player a number of "historical" secrets about the world
equal to their INT mod. So if a players character has an Intelligence Mod of 3... then i
tell them 3 unique secrets about the history of the world or something central about the
campaign we're about to start, something that'll definitely showcase how their player
might be a bit more historically inclined or knows somethings about the world.
This can also be a good way to immediately introduce a story hook and have it tied to
something that only one of the PCs knows, which they can then build on and work with
you about "how" they discovered this secret narratively in their backstory.
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[–] LordSnuffleFerret 1 point 17 days ago

I feel like this should vary between classes, like artificers should get more attunement
slots, wizards languages, fighters half feats etc.
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[–] izeemov 1 point 17 days ago

Yeah, the idea is nice, just make sure that this works only for non intellect casters
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[–] nebel_rebel1 1 point 17 days ago

My new character with a +4 modifier is gonna have a WHALE OF A TIME
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[–] tlof19 1 point 17 days ago

A friend talked to me the other day about shifting Wizards to the Wisdom-based pile,
due to some other stuff thats a bit much to get into involving actual definitions of words.
This ironically both seems like the kind of system that would justify intelligence in that
context, and also absolutely not fit into the premise.
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[–] Overdrive2000 1 point 17 days ago

The place this is coming from is understandable. Most characters can completely dump
INT with hardly any consequence and those who hacve INT as their main ability score
feel like it's only useful for bonuses to spellcasting. So you want to come up with a
system that rewards having some INT as opposed to dumping it, right?
Unfortunately, the execution here is severely off in several ways:
Regardless of whether you have 8 INT or 10, you get the same number of points
to spend - 1. This gives only more incentive to completely dump INT - which is
exactly the opposite of what you probably srt out to do.
The actual effect of this implementation would be to have all characters start
with 1 or 2 points, while classes like wizard start out with 4 or 5. Wizards are
already very powerful. Do they really need to start with a bonus feat and medium
armor proficiency? This makes Sorcerers quite inferior.
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[–] DruidLoser 1 point 17 days ago
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Right off the bat, you could simplify the wording for how many intelligence points you
get by saying "(minimum of 1)", also to match the wording to that of the rules books.
Also, I love this as a concept—mostly because I like playing intelligence-based
characters— but it brings up some balancing issues. And at the very least it goes
against an adage that I've heard: you can read a thousand books on medicine, but that
doesn't make you a doctor. What I mean is, just cause a character is smart doesn't
make them suddenly able to use heavy armor, a warhammer, or smith's tools, you
have to be taught how to properly use armors, weapons, and tools or you're not really
proficient with them. Especially with a language. It does help you learn things faster
though, as the Xanathar rules for training proficiency backs up.
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[–] thatguy1scool 1 point 17 days ago

finally a reason to have a good int, I love it
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Spicy_Toeboots 1 point 4 days ago

just giving all wizards and artificers a free feat seems a bit odd.
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[–] borkamork 0 points 18 days ago

I really like this idea as a basis for a completely new system. I'm probably not gonna do
it, but it gets me thinking.
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[–] Lovely_Individual 0 points 18 days ago

My dm doesn't use attunement slots, he's just like "MAGIC FOR EVERYONE!" and lets
us have unlimited attunement, but he also makes magic items very hard to come by
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